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Volunteers Enhance Facilities Drug Law Enforcement Unfair
July 28, 2003: James Geddes, originally sentenced to 150 years for possession
at Family Support Center
of a small amount of marijuana and paraphernalia and for growing five marijuana
Volunteers from local Baptist church led by Kurt Go showed up with tools plants, was released from prison. Geddes had said, "How can it be that the
and labor and pipes and a timer [supplied by Friendly Isle United Fund] to put in President, his wife, the Vice President and his wife, the mayor of Washington DC,
the sprinkler system for Teddy Bear Corner at the Kaunakakai offices of Molokai even the Speaker of the House can do these things, but I must pay dearly?"
Family Support Center. Clair says MAHALO !

Real I.D. Rejected

Superferry Aiding Criminals?
Maui is indeed being plundered by Superferry passengers. According to state
DOCARE reports, over 400 pounds of reef fish were taken from Maui waters in a
one month period, along with 250 pounds of limu and 49 pounds of opihi — a figure that increased to 75 pounds the following month. And that's just what they
found. Remember, they don't inspect everything. And why is all this happening?
Quite simply, so that J.F. Lehman Co. can make money and folks can have a form
of interisland travel that some find more convenient.
Passengers and baggage on Superferry are recognized as a high-risk pathway.
Both plant and non-plant cargo is considered high-risk. We suggest a user fee be
added to HSF ticket price to provide for needed DOCARE and Dept. of Ag
staffing, instead of the proposed random DOCARE inspections with Superferry
staff taking over the daily inspections.
Also, Dept. of Ag recognizes that fire ants being transported from Oahu to
Maui on the Superferry is an unaddressed and likely high-risk pathway. Clearly,
the addition of personal cars, personal goods, equipment, tools and lumber to the
already high-risk passenger pathway increases the danger. State regulators must
ensure that qualified inspection teams with expertise in ant detection through specialized training and armed with the latest technology are at superferry ports. Little
Fire Ants from Oahu is acknowledged as a catastrophic introduction.
400 lbs. of reef fish taken from Maui waters in a one month period is astounding; Maui fishermen are currently working to educate our community on the need
to fish for invasive species rather than native species so that our reefs have a
chance to become healthy again. Fish such as uhu are important not only for the
health of the reef but also in the creation of sand for our disappearing beaches. The
people of Maui treasure our cultural and natural resources and greater effort must
be made to stop this plunder. Forty nine pounds of opihi in one month and another 75 lbs. the following month; over 250 lbs. of limu in a month; how long will
these natural resources remain for our Maui community?
Good grief. And how much did DOCARE fail to find?
Looks like superferry is a robbery getaway vehicle, and operators should be
prosecuted like any other vehical operator driving the getaway car after a crime is
committed. And Linda Lingle/Mark Bennett et al should be prosecuted too,
because they enabled the whole thing contrary to Hawaii laws, even after the
Hawaii Supreme Court held that an Environmental Impact Statement Study must
be completed BEFORE the Superferry is allowed to operate in Hawaii.
Furthermore, Lingle et al instigated a treasonous action of War on American
Citizens with her military response to protestors on Kauai when she established the
Central Command of Coast Guard military, local police and sheriffs to attack
Kauai’s protestors who were trying to enforce Hawaii environmental laws against
the criminals who were operating the Superferry, and those like Lingle who facilitated the operation, by putting their bodies into the waters of Nawiliwili Harbor
on Kauai in front of the Superferry to prevent it from docking.
Justice will come to the Tyrants, sooner or later, as more Americans realize
they are Sovereign masters of those civil servants, even over military forces.

Without this National ID, some say is the Mark of the Devil, you won't:
* Drive your car
* Board a plane, train, or bus
* Enter any federal building
* Open a bank account
* Hold a job
If you can’t hold a job or have a bank account, how much buying and selling
will you be able to do?
Some Americans are refusing the federal regime's mandate for REAL I.D.
cards for every person in America. Arizona now join roughly a dozen states that
have vowed not to participate in the Real ID Act. Gov. Janet Napolitano signed a
measure, House Bill 2677, barring Arizona's compliance. She called it an unfunded federal mandate that would stick states such as Arizona with a multibillion-dollar bill for the cost to develop and implement the federal identification cards.
Real ID Act, passed by Congress and signed by Bush on May 11, 2005, mandates that all U.S. citizens will receive a National ID card by May of 2008. And
other states are getting paid big money to enact the federal Mark of the Beast.
MISSOURI TO BUILD FEDERAL REAL ID INTERFACE
The Homeland Security Department awarded $17 million to Missouri's state
government to lead the development of a common interface that states will use to
verify documents. It‚s all part of the Real ID program. The „verification hub‰
will act as a central router that states can use to confirm the documentation against
other states‚ databases, as well as federal document issuing authorities. DHS also
gave grants of $1.2 million each to Florida, Indiana, Nevada and Wisconsin to test
and implement the initiative. States are to complete the information technology
and communication infrastructure by May 11, 2011
The Homeland Security Department today announced it has awarded $17 million to Missouri's state government to lead the development of a common interface that states will use to verify documents that individuals use to apply for stateissued identification as part of the Real ID program.
The “verification hub” will act as a central router that states can use to confirm the documentation against other states’ databases, as well as federal document issuing authorities. DHS also announced grants of $1.2 million each to
Florida, Indiana, Nevada and Wisconsin to test and implement the initiative.
The Real ID final rule published in January set a minimum standard for state
issued identification and requirements for how data is stored and shared between
states' department of motor vehicles. By May 11, 2011, states must have completed the technology and communication infrastructure necessary for Real ID.
DHS’ Real ID program is meant to implement requirements laid out by the
Real ID Act of 2005, must “be built and governed by the states.”
Critics of the REAL ID program have voiced concerns that the program represents movement toward a confrontation over the national ID card. That will
not happen until Dec. 31, 2009, as DHS granted extensions even to states that
were prevented from complying but had implemented their own security measures
that coincided with those required by Real ID.
Is the coming National ID the prophesied "mark of the beast"?
There is a prophecy in the Bible that foretells a time when every person will
be required to have a mark or a number, without which he or she will not be able
to participate in the economy.
The prophecy is 2,000 years old, but it has been impossible for it to come to
pass until now. With the invention of the computer and the Internet, this prophecy
of buying and selling, using a number, can now be implemented.
“coercive federalism,” is when D.C. just tells the states what to do, e.g., orders
the states to convert their driver’s licenses into de facto national ID cards. Despite
the fact that they will bear the brunt of the $4 Billion costs, states were not consulted about how the requirements could impact them or how best to build new
security features into their existing systems for issuing licenses and IDs.
Are you happy with this dictatorial fascist federal-state relationship?
Whatchagoindoboutit?
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Eminent Domain Corrupted!!
EMINENT DOMAIN is your right to own property.
There is not a "Takings Clause" in the Fifth Amendment beyond the

Pono’s Solar Electric Power
to Molokai homes, farms,businesses.

Solar Power Ready to go, from the ground up!
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Tree Trimming-recycle eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.
"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Preserve YOUR Sovereignty: Enforce the Bill of Rights!
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implied necessity to purchase movable objects. Land is not mentioned. Read it!
The concept of "eminent domain" wherein the state legislators hold all
lands as a sort of their kingdom in waiting does not exist in the Constitution for
the United States of America. The "takings power" they now call Eminent
Domain is an ignorant interpretation of the 5th Amendment by treasonous fascist
attornys who have usurped the judiciary and decieved The People to establish a
crime enabling public use jurisprudence that was never the intent of the people
who wrote the Unanimous Declaration and the Constitution for the United
States of America.
Crooked attorneys/judges and politicians write such outrageous rational to
perpetuate their status: "The question presented is whether the city's proposed
disposition of this property qualifies as a public use within the meaning of the
Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution." Bull shit!
Justice Stevens’ comment was false because there is no "Takings Clause" in
the 5th Amendment. Land is not mentioned. Did he even read it? Obviously,
attorneys have made the best of this opportunity to benefit themselves.
Most brain washed people today will leave their fates and their homes in the
hands of the attorneys instead of belligerently asserting their rights in person
against politicians/attorneys claiming a Takings Clause power.
The Constitution for the United States of America states the following:
"The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all needed Rules and
Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United
States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be construed as to Prejudice any
Claims of the United States, or of any particular State." CLEARLY, only the
CONGRESS may dispose of or make needed rules and regulations respecting
territory or property of the united States and neither the union or the States can
make prejudicial claims over private property.
EMINENT DOMAIN is not a right to take. Eminent Domain is the right of
Sovereign American Citizens to own private property!
"The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising
under this Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or
which shall be made, under their Authority;-to all Cases affecting Ambassadors,
other public Ministers and Consuls;-to all Cases of admiralty and maritime
Jurisdiction;-to Controversies to which the United States shall be a Party;-to
Controversies between two or more States;-between a State and Citizens of
another State;-between Citizens of different States; -between Citizens of the
same State claiming Lands under Grants of different States, and between a State,
or the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects."
Clearly, claims concerning grants of land are expressly under the United
States Judicial Power and not left up to municipal mountebanks.
After a landowner allows state politicians to dictate their lives to them, it is
insanity to then attempt to employ indifferent politicians putrifying the benches
of the United States Supreme Court of Appeals to correct that mistake. "This
Court.s authority, ....over a century of our case law interpreting that provision
dictates ...we may not grant petitioners the relief that they seek. The judgment
of the Supreme Court is affirmed." Politicians/attorneys stick together like turds.
If a landowner will, at the first instant when under such threat of Land Theft
under color of law, issue an injunction from the one supreme Court and not
allow any attorneys to drive her off of her tribunal she might have been able to
secure her own rights to be secure in her home, because there is NO constitutional provision to ANNEX LAND held privately. AND, there is the additional issue with the obvious violation of 4th Amendment that an American Citizen
is to be secure in his person and property! "The right of the people to be secure
in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable
cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to
be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."
I conclude that people who are unwilling to exercise their unalienable
rights are doomed to forfeit them, and those who pervert the words of the 5th
Amendment to enable non-Constitutional criminal acts which are prohibited
therein are at best bootstomping fascist stooges.
Unfortunately, stories published in Dispatch and Times regarding proposals
to utilize such fascist tactics as theft of land to punish MPL's possible PUC contract violations were not questioned by Editors. Indeed, these young ignorant
editors appear to be advocates of such thuggery, as is Degray Vanderbilt whome
they glorify even though he came to Molokai to develop a hotel at westend,
failed, retired and never had to work a day to earn a living here but dables in politics to amuse himself as most wealthy dilitantes do, pushing socialist/fascist
schemes ultra vires.
Sure, we all hate the dispicable acts and hubris of Molokai Ranch/MPL, and
the cabal of greedy attorneys/politicians representing it. But we must avoid
stooping into their putrid slim by subverting for vindictive ends the
Constitutional limitations on our civil servants, or we will soon find ourselves
leaving footsteps of slime leading directly into the Hell of having no rights protected by the Constitution for the united States of America.
mahalos,
George Peabody editor for Molokai Advertiser-News since 1984

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Federal I.D. Card: Back Door
In 2005, Congress enacted the "Real ID" Act. This law, which Congress
enacted unanimously, with no discussion, and without even reading the bill, As
such, critics, including myself, accused Congress of imposing a national ID card
through the back door.
Three years later, the Real ID initiative is moribund. Legislators in nearly
30 states have refused to go along with this federal mandate. And while the
Department of Homeland Security has issued "extensions" to the May 2008
compliance deadline, most states appear to have no intention of complying.
Perhaps that's the reason that in a press release from Departments of State
and Homeland Security, the government announced that it's now producing
something called the "U.S. passport card."
According to the news release, "The passport card facilitates entry and
expedites document processing at U.S. land and sea ports-of-entry when arriving
from Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean and Bermuda. The card may not be used
to travel by air. Otherwise, it carries the rights and privileges of the U.S. passport book and is adjudicated to the exact same standards."
Sounds harmless enough. But I think there may a hidden agenda.
First, consider that any company that employs anyone in the United States
must now verify the identity and employment eligibility of all new employees.
Wouldn't it be great if the new passport card could be used for that purpose?
Well, it can...what a coincidence!
Second, consider that according to the news release: "To facilitate the frequent travel of U.S. citizens living in border communities and to meet DHS’s
operational needs at land borders, the passport card contains a vicinity-read radio
frequency identification (RFID) chip. This chip points to a stored record in
secure government databases. There is no personal information written to the
RFID chip itself."
So, what do we have here? Essentially, we have an identity document you
can use both to confirm your identity in the United States and at U.S. borders.
What's more, since it's equipped with a RFID chip, the government can add driver's license data any time it wants.
I wouldn't be surprised if after a decent interval—six to 12 months—DHS
issues another press release to announce that the passport card can be used for all
"federal purposes" that the Real ID initiative was supposed to address. In plain
English, that means you'll need Real ID compliant driver's license, a passport
card (or an actual passport) to travel on an airplane or enter any secured federal
facility, such as a federal courthouse or even a Social Security Office.
Of course, since the passport card is a federal initiative all along, there's no
longer a need for a national interconnected database of drivers' license information. The feds will have something even more valuable—and dangerous—a
national database it can use for whatever purpose it deems suitable without any
state-imposed restrictions.
Should this scenario come to pass as I anticipate, the government will have
effectively bypassed state opposition to the Real ID Act and imposed a national
ID, albeit in a very sneaky back door fraudulent way.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)
The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
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Full Service
6-Days Week

K ualapuu Coo k h ouse

Mondays: 7 am - 2 pm

Breakfast & Lunch 7 am - 8 pm Daily
Dinner Served 5 pm- 8 pm Daily
Thursday Night: Prime Rib
Closed Sundays
located in Kualapuu off Hwy. 480

567-9655
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Kaukau!
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only
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Hawaii Palace Usurped ?
The historic Hawaii Palace in Honollulu has become the focal point by thugs
who call themselves the Hawaiian Kingdom. They have made several attempts to
take over the historic building to use as their central place from which to issue their
edicts dictating down to the People of Hawaii.
These aboriginees are self-serving frauds who lack any sort of credibility.
The swarthy usurpers are merely opportunists, using a conscious strategy of the
race based Hawaiian separatism — to seek immunity from attack by smearing any
and all critics of their race based programs as having racist motives.
The problem with a King in Hawaii is that he believes that he has the
"DIVINE RIGHT OF KINGS" and the Grace of God to do God's work on Earth
and is indulged for any indiscretions as neither God nor King can do wrong. The
"CROWN" comes from "Corona" which is the halo of benefice that surrounds
kings, saints and attorneys. Professional politicians act not for the riches and
power of their offices but because the people wish them to be gods
Their so-called "Public Notice" is not recorded in United States Court, and
these usurpers might only prove, as the Cherokee Nation did, that they have no
rights protected by the Constitution for the United States of America.
WAKEUP! Government without consent is Nonconstitutional.
"The world is too dangerous to live in - not because of the people who do evil,
but because of the people who sit and let it happen." —Albert Einstein

=============

Unscheduled, On Demand, Air Carrier & charters

Fly Molokai to Maui R/T only $120

DailyAir Service available!
Dependable, Friendly
and affordable

Nationl High School News

Straight-A student rejected from university
'because both her parents had degrees' ??

Was she rejected because she is caucasian?
Erica Fidorra wants to study medicine but won't be able to because lesser qualified students have a legal preference with lower grades and qualifications.
Admittance to universities and colleges is no longer a matter of student
—prices subject change—
achievement that tends to allocate the "best and the brightest" students to the top
schools and programs. Kids who work hard and study are now marginalized as
undesirables.
The social engineers have hatched a plan for the "educationally disadvantaged". A teenager who scored A in her classes in chemistry, biology, law and
business studies at 17 advanced a year early now fears that she has missed out on
studying medicine at her local University simply because her parents have degrees.
on Molokai call 553-8554 on Maui call 893-2120
Besides straight A grades, she did work experience in hospitals, GPs surgeries
and nursing homes, to make her application stand out. Erica believed she had
done everything possible to meet the admissions requirements for medical school,
but was turned down.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Using the Freedom of Information Act to find out more about the admissions
RedWeek.com
●
●
procedures, the university revealed it had made conditional offers to lower graded
#1 timeshare marketplace. Rent, buy,
applicants for places in medicine - several grades short of her own. And for those
SERVICES OFFERED
sell, NEW full-service exchange!
candidates whose families have no tradition of going to university, entry requireCompare
prices
5000+
resorts.
Architectural Drafting Office
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ments in a medical aptitude test had been dropped up to 30 per cent.
Ph. 553-9045
Homes for rent-Kaunakakai
Now, Erica wasn't eligible because he parents had attended a university. 'The
email: luigis@aloha.net
(2) 3-Bdrm/1 bth, (1) 2-Bdrm/1bth and feedback I got from college was that I wouldn't be accepted because my parents
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(2) 1-Bdrm, 1 bth. HUD okay.
LICENSED ARCHITECT
had been to university,' she said. Her case is likely to raise fresh questions over the
Call for more details & pictures
Rich Young - Custom homes
(808) 281-0973. Available 8/25/08. extent of 'social engineering' in universities.
Portfolio available online at
Her father, Erich, who has a degree from Nottingham Trent University, is a
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
www.richyoungarchitect.com
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE law lecturer. His wife is educated to degree level.
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
from home. *Medical *Business
Mr Fidorra believes university admissions are 'worse than a lottery'. 'I want to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*Paralegal, *Computers, *Criminal
see
kids
with little support helped as much as possible but if we live in a meritocPono Tree Triming /remove
Justice. Job placement assistance.
and chips: ph 558 8253
Computer available. Financial Aid if racy we still have to help those who are able to fulfil their potential,' he added.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The university’s spokesperson responded: 'We are confident that our appliqualified. Call 866-858-2121
Instant/Tankless Water Heater
http://www.CenturaOnline.com
cants are considered fairly and consistently, and in accordance with stated proceNew and used, call “Mr. Pono”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dures.' Hmmm, sounds similar to Kamahameha Schools in Honolulu.
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253

CASH or CREDIT Cards welcome

Call toll free:

1-866-834-2120

Mahalo Molokai for your SUPPORT !

Da Kine Ads

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2006-2007
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Propane
Refrigerator/Freezers

SALE: $1299
DEPENDABLE
ENERGY EFFICIENT
PROPANE
Simple to install new, or to replace your
old electric refrigerator!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody:
558-8253
+ Pono Solar Electric products

